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We propose a tehnique for automatially learning lay-ers of \exible sprites" { probabilisti 2-dimensionalappearane maps and masks of moving, oludingobjets. The model explains eah input image as alayered omposition of exible sprites. A variationalexpetation maximization algorithm is used to learna mixture of sprites from a video sequene. Foreah input image, probabilisti inferene is used toinfer the sprite lass, translation, mask values andpixel intensities (inluding obstruted pixels) in eahlayer. Exat inferene is intratable, but we showhow a variational inferene tehnique an be used toproess 320 � 240 images at 1 frame/seond. Theonly inputs to the learning algorithm are the videosequene, the number of layers and the number ofexible sprites. We give results on several tasks,inluding summarizing a video sequene with sprites,point-and-lik video stabilization, and point-and-likobjet removal.1 IntrodutionA simple and potentially very eÆient way tomodel and automatially analyze video sequenes isthrough the use of a layered representation [1℄. A3-dimensional sene is deomposed into a set of 2-dimensional objets in layers, hugely simplifying thegeometry [1{4℄.In this paper, we fous on learning the appearanesof multiple objets in multiple layers, over the entirevideo sequene. In ontrast to other work on learn-ing the appearanes of objets in videos (.f., [5℄), ouralgorithm is very general. The only input to our al-gorithm is the video sequene, the number of spritesand the number of layers. In fat, our algorithm anbe applied to unordered olletions of images.Learning sprites from a video sequene is a diÆ-ult task, sine the sprites have unknown shapes andsizes and must be disambiguated from the bakground,other sprites, sensor noise, lighting noise, and signi�-ant amounts of deformation.We introdue \exible sprites", whih an deformfrom frame to frame, and we derive a variational ex-
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Figure 1: The generalized EM algorithm automatiallydeomposes a video sequene into a \exible sprite" anda bakground image. The mask indiates whih pixelsin the sprite appearane map belong to the sprite. Themask variane allows the sprite to deform, e.g., in the legregion. One learned, the model an be used for manytasks. Here, the sprite mask for eah frame is inferredand used to automatially trak the deformable objet.Even the barely visible shadow is traked properly.petation maximization algorithm for learning exiblesprites from video sequenes. One learned, the ex-ible sprite model an be used, e.g., for video sum-marization, point-and-lik video stabilization, andpoint-and-lik objet removal. Fig. 1 shows framesfrom a video sequene, plus a exible sprite and bak-ground model that were learned in an unsupervisedfashion.2 Sprites in MotionBefore introduing our probabilisti representationof \exible sprites" and the orresponding unsuper-



vised learning algorithm, we desribe our imagingmodel for omposing instanes of exible sprites. Werefer to a partiular instane of a exible sprite as a\rigid sprite".A rigid sprite is desribed by a raster-san vetorof greysale pixel intensities s and a raster-san vetorof mask values m. (The extension to olor sprites isstraight-forward.) When the sprites are learned froma video sequene, the size of the objet is not known.To aount for arbitrary objet size, the images or-responding to these vetors are the same size as theinput image. A mask value of 1 indiates the pixel be-longs to the sprite, whereas a mask value of 0 indiatesthe pixel does not belong to the sprite.The vetor of observed pixel intensities x is ex-plained by ombining a vetor of bakground pixelintensities b (whih may ontain other sprites, asdesribed in the next setion) with the instantiatedsprite: x =m � s+ �m � b+ noise: (1)\�" indiates element-wise produt, and�m = 1�mis the inverse mask. The �rst term in (1) erases spritepixels that are transparent and the seond term erasesbakground pixels that are oluded by the sprite. Thethird term aounts for sensor noise, et..In fat, we allow the mask values to be real numbersin [0; 1℄, to aount for semi-transparent \objets",suh as windows and shadows.We now extend this model to allow the sprite to un-dergo simple geometri transformations (translation,rotation, et.) so that it an appear with di�erent ge-ometry in di�erent frames of the video sequene. Fol-lowing previous work by Frey and Joji [6℄, the trans-formations are represented by a disrete set of possi-ble transformations. For example, single-pixel trans-lations in an M � N image (with wrap-around) arerepresented using MN possible shifts.You may be onerned that disretizing the trans-formations will lead to slow algorithms. We hope youwill be somewhat reassured by the fat that our ur-rent MATLAB implementation an proess 320� 240images at 1 frame/seond.T is a transformation operator from the disreteset of transformation operators. For translations inan M � N image, T an take on MN values. Thetransformed version of s is writtenTs:So, T an be thought of as a permutation matrix that

x Tm Ts= �T �m b+ �Figure 2: An image is formed by omposing a translatedsprite appearane map with a bakground appearanemap, using a translated mask and its inverse, as given by(4). These maps were learned in an unsupervised fashionfrom a sequene a frames like x, as desribed in Sn. 5.rearranges the pixels in vetor s. Notie that T is alsoa random variable.In ontrast to (1), both the sprite mask and thesprite appearane map are transformed before beingomposed with the bakground:x = Tm �Ts+T �m � b+ noise: (4)Fig. 2 illustrates this omposition, using sprites thatwere learned in an unsupervised fashion, as desribedin Sn. 5.We assume the transformation preserves the num-ber of pixels, i.e., Ts is the same size as s. To allowthe sprite to overlap with the boundary of the inputimage without wrapping around to the other side, weintrodue a \window layer", as desribed in Sn. 7.2.3 Layers of SpritesMultiple, oluding objets are modeled using lay-ers of sprites. The layers are ombined using the spritemasks, in a similar fashion as desribed above.Layers are indexed by ` = 1; : : : ; L, with layer Lbeing the layer that is losest to the amera and layer1 being the bakground layer. s` andm` are the spriteappearane map and sprite mask at layer `. T` is thetransformation at layer `.Extending (4) by reursively replaing the bak-ground b with the output of the previous layer, we2



x T2m2 T2s2= �T2 �m2 T1m1 T1s1+ � �T1 �m1 b+ � !Figure 3: An image is formed by omposing multiple lay-ers of translated sprite appearane maps using translatedsprite masks, as given by (5).havex = TLmL �TLsL +TL �mL�(TL�1mL�1 �TL�1sL�1 +TL�1 �mL�1�(TL�2mL�2 �TL�2sL�2 +TL�2 �mL�2�: : :(T1m1 �T1s1 +T1 �m1 � b)))+ noise: (5)Fig. 3 illustrates this expression for two moving layersof sprites. These sprites were learned in an unsuper-vised fashion, as desribed in Sn. 5.The reursive expression in (5) an be written moreonisely by multiplying out the terms (e.g., express-ing the omposition in Fig. 3 as a sum of 3 groups ofproduts):x = LX̀=1�� LYi=`+1Ti �mi� �T`m` �T`s`�+ noise:The observed image an be onstruted by adding to-gether the sprites in all layers, masking eah spriteby the produt of the inverse masks for the sprites inlater layers. For notational simpliity, we assume thebakground is modeled in layer 1.Assuming the sensor noise is zero-mean Gaussian,the observation likelihood for the sprite appearanes,sprite masks, and sprite transformations, fs`;m`;T`g

is p(xjfs`;m`;T`g)=N�x; LX̀=1�� LYi=`+1Ti �mi� �T`m` �T`s`�;��:(7)� is a vetor ontaining the pixel noise varianes, andN (�) is the probability density funtion for the normaldistribution.4 Flexible SpritesSo that the appearane of eah sprite may vary fromframe to frame, we use a probabilisti representationalled a \exible sprite". A exible sprite may havedi�erent instantiations from frame to frame, but all ofthese instantiations are typial under the probabilitymodel that de�nes the exible sprite.To allow for multiple objets, we use a mixture ofGaussians for the prior. The prior distribution overthe appearane and mask for sprite lass  isp(s;mj) = N (s;�;�)N (m;�; );where � and � are vetors ontaining the mean ap-pearane map and mean mask for objet , and �and   are vetors ontaining the pixel varianes inthe appearane map and mask for objet .Assuming the sprite lass, sprite transformation,sprite appearane map and sprite mask at layer ` arehosen independently of the sprites in other layers, thejoint distribution isp(x; f`;T`; s`;m`g)=N�x; LX̀=1�� LYi=`+1Ti �mi� �T`m` �T`s`�;��� LỲ=1�N (s`;�` ;�`)N (m`;�` ; `)�`�T`�;(9)where � is the prior probability p() of sprite lass ,and �T is the prior probability of transformation T.The �T's may be learned, but we �x them to uniformvalues.5 Inferene and LearningGiven the number of sprites C, the number of lay-ers L, and the video sequene x(1) : : :x(N), probabilis-ti inferene and learning are used to ompute a sin-gle set of model parameters that represent the entire3



video sequene. These parameters inlude the priorprobabilities of the sprite lasses, �1 : : : �C ; the meansand varianes of the sprite appearane maps, �1 : : :�Cand �1 : : :�C ; the means and varianes of the spritemasks, �1 : : :�C and  1 : : : C ; and the observationnoise varianes �.These parameters are initialized using the meansand varianes of the pixels in the video sequene.Then, a generalized expetation maximization algo-rithm is used to learn the exible sprite models, sothat the video sequene has high marginal probabilityunder the model.In the E-Step, the model parameters are assumedto be orret, and for eah input image, probabilis-ti inferene is used to �ll in the values of the unob-served variables { the sprite lass, sprite transforma-tion, sprite appearane and sprite mask at eah layer.In the M-Step, the model parameters are adjusted toinrease the joint probability of the observations andthe �lled in unobserved variables. These two steps arerepeated until onvergene.In fat, for eah input image, the E-step �lls in theunobserved variables with a distribution over plausibleon�gurations (the posterior distribution), not just in-dividual on�gurations. This is an important aspet ofthe EM algorithm. Initially, the parameters are a verypoor representation of the data. So, any single on-�guration of the unobserved variables (e.g., the mostprobable on�guration under the posterior) will verylikely be the wrong on�guration.The exat EM algorithm [7℄ uses the exat poste-rior in the E-Step and maximizes the joint probabil-ity with respet to the model parameters in the M-Step. The exat EM algorithm onsistently inreasesthe marginal probability of the data, performing max-imum likelihood estimation.Sometimes, the joint probability annot be diretlymaximized. The \GEM" algorithm [7℄ uses the ex-at posterior in the E-Step, but just partially max-imizes the joint probability in the M-Step, e.g., us-ing a nonlinear optimizer. The GEM algorithm alsoonsistently inreases the marginal probability of thedata.More generally, not only is an exat M-Step notpossible, but omputing the exat posterior is in-tratable. The generalized EM algorithm [8℄ permitsthe use of an approximation to the exat posterior inthe E-step, and a partial optimization in the M-Step.The generalized EM algorithm onsistently inreasesa lower bound on the marginal probability of the data.

5.1 Probabilisti inferene (the E-Step)For a given input image, the exat posterior is givenby Bayes rule:p(f`;T`; s`;m`gjx)= p(x; f`;T`; s`;m`g)PR p(x; f`;T`; s`;m`g) ;where the sum P and integral R are overall unobserved disrete and ontinuous variables,1;T1; s1;m1; : : : ; L;TL; sL;mL.Computing and storing this distribution is in-tratable. For eah layer, there are CJ disrete on-�gurations orresponding to ombinations of the Csprite lasses and the J transformations. The totalnumber of disrete on�gurations is (CJ)L. Later inthis paper, we report results for an experiment whereC = 3, J = 76; 800 and L = 3, giving a total of over10; 000; 000; 000; 000; 000 disrete on�gurations.Even if the number of disrete on�gurations weretratable, for eah disrete on�guration, the distribu-tion over the ontinuous variables (appearanes andmasks) is intratable. Although the ontinuous vari-ables are Gaussian a priori, the observations are givenby produts of these variables. So, the posterior overthe appearanes and masks is not Gaussian and doesnot have a tratable losed form.Sine the exat posterior is not tratable, we om-pute a fatorized approximation:p(f`;T`; s`;m`gjx) � LỲ=1 q(`;T`)q(s`)q(m`):Eah of these q-distributions is an approximation tothe orresponding marginal of the exat posterior dis-tribution. For example, q(`;T`) � p(`;T`jx).To ompute a good fatorized approximation tothe posterior, we parameterize eah q-distributionand then jointly optimize the parameters of the q-distributions to maximize the negative relative en-tropy (Kullbak-Leibler divergene) between the twodistributions: D =XZ �Q`q(`;T`)q(s`)q(m`)�ln p(f`;T`; s`;m`gjx)Q` q(`;T`)q(s`)q(m`) :This type of inferene is alled \variational inferene"[9℄ and the parameters of the q-distributions are alled\variational parameters".q(`;T`) is a disrete distribution, with one varia-tional parameter for eah on�guration of ` and T`.So, for C lasses, J transformations, and L layers, the4



posterior is represented by LCJ probabilities, insteadof (CJ)L probabilities.We use Gaussian approximations for q(s`) andq(m`), with variational parameters for the means andvarianes.In fat, optimizing D diretly is intratable, sineln p(f`;T`; s`;m`gjx) does not have a simple form.To simplify the expression, we add the marginal prob-ability of the observation, ln p(x), to D, obtainingF = D + ln p(x) =XZ �Q`q(`;T`)q(s`)q(m`)�ln p(x; f`;T`; s`;m`g)Q` q(`;T`)q(s`)q(m`) :(11)Sine ln p(x) does not depend on the variational pa-rameters, maximizing F produes the same varia-tional parameters as maximizing D. However, max-imizing F is tratable. From (9), it is lear thatln p(x; f`;T`; s`;m`g) simpli�es to a sum of Maha-lanobis distanes and F is given by expetations ofthese distanes under Gaussian q-distributions. Thepart of F in the form PR q ln(1=q) is the total en-tropy of the q-distributions, whih is easy to omputefor disrete distributions and Gaussian distributions.So, omputing F redues to simple algebra.F is not quadrati in the variational parameters,but is instead L-linear, for L layers. For example, witha single foreground sprite and a single bakgroundsprite, F is bilinear in the variational parameters. Anonlinear optimizer is used to maximize F with re-spet to the variational parameters, and the resultingq-distributions are used for learning (see below), ob-jet lassi�ation, objet traking, video stabilization,�lling in oluded objets, and objet removal.The optimization of F makes use of onvolutionsand we use fast Fourier transforms for omputationaleÆieny. In fat, for 3 layers and 3 sprites, our algo-rithm an proess one 320� 240 frame per seond.One inferene is omplete, various useful tasks arereadily performed. For example, the objet in layer kis automatially removed from an image by lassifyingand loating the objets in eah layer using the modesof q(`;T`), ` = 1; : : : ; L. Then, we use the modes ofq(s`) and q(m`) to reover the instantiated appearanemaps and masks for eah objet in the urrent image.Finally, we reonstrut the image, leaving layer k outof the reonstrution.5.2 Learning using the generalized EMalgorithmThe exat posterior is intratable, so exat EM andGEM are intratable and we use generalized EM tolearn the model parameters from a video sequene.

Sine the negative relative entropy D from above isalways negative, from (11) we haveF � ln p(x):For eah video frame x(n), there is a bound, F (n) �ln p(x(n)). Summing these bounds over the videoframes gives a lower bound on the log-probability ofthe entire video sequene. So, maximizing the boundfor eah frame with respet to the frame's variationalparameters and maximizing the sum of bounds withrespet to the model parameters maximizes a lowerbound on the likelihood of the video sequene.After the model parameters are initialized to themeans and varianes of the pixels in the video se-quene, a generalized E-Step and a generalized M-Stepare repeated until onvergene:� Generalized E-Step: Inrease F with respet toone set of variational parameters for eah videoframe� Generalized M-Step: Inrease F with respet tothe model parametersThe experimental results reported in Sn. 7 wereobtained using a MATLAB implementation of the gen-eral algorithm, with multiple layers of multiple exiblesprites. While it is quite straightforward to imple-ment, the expressions ontain too muh linear algebrato inlude in this paper. So, we give the details of thealgorithm for a single exible sprite.6 Algorithm Details for One FlexibleSpriteTo larify the above explanation of inferene andlearning, we now give details for a model with a singlesprite. To simplify the model, we assume the varianein the bakground appearane is zero, and that thevariane in the sprite appearane is zero. However,variane in the sprite mask is modeled, whih allowsthe sprite to hange shape from frame to frame.The joint distribution over the observation x, spritemask m and transformation T isp(x;m;T)=N (x;Tm�T�+T �m�b;�)N (m;�; )�T;where � is the appearane map of the sprite.We approximate p(m;Tjx) withp(m;Tjx) � q(m)q(T) = N (m;;�)�T;where  and � are vetors ontaining the mean andvariane of the mask for the urrent frame, and �T is5



the posterior probability of transformation T for theurrent frame.The variational bound isF =XT Zm q(m)q(T) ln p(x;m;T)q(m)q(T)=XT �T ln(�T=�T) + ln j2�e�j � 12 ln j�j� 12XT �T��T�(x�T �T��T� � b)2+T� � (T�� b)2�� 12 ln j2� j � 12 �T�( � �)2 + ��;where \j � j" is the produt of the elements in a ve-tor, \T" indiates vetor transpose, \�T" indiateselement-wise inverse followed by vetor transpose, and\2" indiates element-wise squaring of a vetor.6.1 E-StepSetting the derivatives of F with respet to  and� to zero, we obtain the E-Step updates for the maskfor the urrent frame:�  � �1 +XT �TT�1���1 � (T�� b)2���1and  ��� �1�+XT �TT�1���1�(T��b)�(x�b)��;where T�1 is the inverse transformation of T. Theupdate for  sets the mean of the mask for the urrentframe to a weighted ombination of � and the averagevalue of (T��b)�(x�b) under the posterior. The �rstterm keeps the urrent mask lose to its mean overthe training set, �, while the seond term fores themask to be large in regions where the bakground doesnot math the observed image. Parts of the objetthat deform quite a bit over the training data (suhas swinging arms and legs) will lead to large valuesof the model mask variane  in the orrespondingregions (see the desription of the M-Step below). Inthose regions,  �1 is lose to zero, and the seondterm dominates, i.e., the mask is allowed to adapt tothe urrent frame more losely. Fig. 1 shows how theinferred sprite mask an be used for traking.The update for � sets the variane of the maskfor the urrent frame to be high in regions where thetransformed sprite appearane map looks similar tothe bakground (T� � b) under all plausible trans-formations. The variane of the mask is lowest in re-gions where the transformed sprite appearane map

looks di�erent from the bakground under plausibletransformations.Setting the derivative of F with respet to � to zero(and inluding a Lagrange multiplier to ensure thatPT �T = 1), we obtain the E-Step updates for theposterior probability of transformation T:�T  Æ�T exph12��T�(x�T �T��T� � b)2+T� � (T�� b)2�i;where Æ is a salar omputed to ensure thatPT �T =1. This update makes the posterior probability �Thigh for those transformations where the ompositionof the transformed sprite and bakground math theobserved image. Note, however, that the last term pe-nalizes transformations under whih the transformedsprite looks similar to the bakground.For eah frame x(n), these updates are iterated toobtain the variational parameters �(n), �(n) and �(n).6.2 M-StepSetting the derivative of F with respet to themodel parameters to zero, we obtain the model pa-rameter updates:  1N Xn ��(n) + ((n) � �)2�;�  1N Xn (n);� �Xn XT �(n)T �(n)2 + �(n)���1��Xn XT �(n)T �(n)�T�1x(n)�((n)��(n)��(n))�T�1b��:b �Xn XT �(n)T T(�(n) + �(n))��1��Xn XT �(n)T T��(n)�T�1x(n)�((n)��(n)��(n))����:The mask variane is set to the average of the inferredmask variane for eah video frame, plus the deviationof the inferred mask from the mask parameter. Themask parameter is set to the average of the inferredmasks over the training set. The update for the ap-pearane map is made intuitive by onsidering howit aumulates input from eah video frame. In re-gions of the frame where the inferred mask is lose to1 (so, �(n) � 0) and there is little unertainty in theinferred mask (�(n) � 0), the update aumulates theobserved image. For intermediate values of the mask,a fration of the bakground is subtrated from theobserved image before it is aumulated.6



Figure 4: Three exible sprites were learned from the input video (top row of frames), and then probabilisti inferenewas used to rerender the video frames, automatially removing various sprites.7 Experimental ResultsUsing the tehnique desribed in the paper, it ispossible to analyze a video sequene or even a ol-letion of photographs and reate a sprite deomposi-tion of the video automatially. The appliations thatould bene�t from suh a representation are numer-ous - from video oding and water-marking to videosurveillane. However, urrently one of the most inter-esting appliations is in low-end video/image manip-ulation tools. With the proliferation of digital mediaamong home users, suh tools are beoming highlydesirable, but unfortunately visual data, espeiallyvideo is urrently very diÆult to searh, parse andedit. With the representation our algorithm reates,these and many other tasks are redued to a few amouse liks. The exible sprites an be easily usedto reate video panoramas on dynami senes; stabi-lize video with respet to spei� objets, or even re-move objets; apture quality stills from video, makevideo-textures, use sprites in presentations or on homepages, et.7.1 Point-and-lik objet removal andvideo stabilizationEah sprite has its own motion, appearane andmask, whih an be hanging over time. By inferringthe appropriate values for a given frame, the modelan reompose video without one or more spritespresent in the original sequene. The top row of framesin Fig. 4 shows frames from an input video that wasused to learn the exible sprites shown in Fig. 3. Then,the model was used to rerender the video, with varioussprites removed, as shown in the middle and bottomrows of frames in Fig. 4. The full video sequene isavailable in the supplemental �le (removal.avi).Similarly, after inferring the transformations T` forall sprites in a given frame, it is straightforward toapply the inverse transformation and align with thesprite of interest, thus stabilizing a spei� objet in-stead of the bakground (stabilization.avi). Sine

Figure 5: The appearane maps (left) and masks (right)for the moving bakground, moving objet and stationarywindow for the panorama.avi video.learning is unsupervised, the user is only required topoint and lik on an objet of interest.7.2 Panorami spritesGenerating panoramas from stills or short videoshots has attrated lots of attention in the om-puter vision ommunity. While our model annoturrently produe the aurate disparity neessaryfor inferring geometry, it an properly infer exiblesprites from omplex dynamis, like the one shownin panorama.avi. The sequene ontains large fore-ground and bakground motion, interlaing, and mo-tion blur artifats that usually degrade optial owapproahes. Further, the foreground objet is movingindependently of the amera.7



Figure 6: An input frame and the �lled in panorama.See panorama.avi.So that we ould \�ll in" the bakground model, wepadded the borders of the original sequene with zerosand used a three-layer model where the front layerats as a window that lets everything in the entralregion through. During learning, the algorithm usesthe portion of the bakground that is inferred fromeah frame to improve the estimate of the bakground\panorama".Fig. 5 shows the exible sprites learned fromthe video sequene. The bakground sprite is a\panorama" that is larger than the input image.panorama.avi shows that the algorithm an produe avideo that is stabilized with respet to the bakgroundor the foreground.Fig. 6 shows the panorama that was �lled in for oneframe of the video sequene.7.3 Objet-spei� editingIn the �nal example, we show a frame from a se-quene of two exible sprites passing eah other infront of a luttered bakground. The illumination on-ditions reated bad ontrast on the people in video, asthe bakground had a large dynami range. Sine thesprite representation allows automati segmentationof frames, it is possible to lik on an objet of inter-est and request an objet-spei� image adjustment asillustrated in Fig. 7.3.8 SummaryLearning sprites from a realisti video sequene is adiÆult task, sine the sprite has an unknown shapeand size and must be disambiguated from the bak-ground, other sprites, sensor noise, lighting noise, andsigni�ant amounts of deformation.We introdued \exible sprites", whih an deformfrom frame to frame, and we derived a variational ex-petation maximization algorithm for learning exible

Figure 7: Objet-spei� illumination enhanement.sprites from video sequenes. One learned, the ex-ible sprite model an be used, e.g., for video sum-marization, point-and-lik video stabilization, andpoint-and-lik objet removal. Through the use offast Fourier transforms during variational inferene,our algorithm is fast, able to proess one 320 � 240frame per seond.We believe that exible sprites will prove to be aneÆient, powerful tool for image and video proessing.Referenes[1℄ J. Y. A Wang and E. H. Adelson, \Representing mov-ing images with layers," IEEE Transations on ImageProessing, vol. 3, no. 5, pp. 625{638, 1994.[2℄ P. H. S. Torr, R. Szeliski, and P. Anandan, \An inte-grated Bayesian approah to layer extration from im-age sequenes," IEEE Transations on Pattern Anal-ysis and Mahine Intelligene, vol. 23, no. 3, pp. 297{303, 2001.[3℄ A. Jepson and M. J. Blak, \Mixture models for optialow omputation," in Proeedings of the IEEE Con-ferene on Computer Vision and Pattern Reognition,June 1993, pp. 760{761.[4℄ M. J. Blak and D. J. Fleet, \Probabilisti detetionand traking of motion disontinuities," InternationalJournal on Computer Vision, 2000.[5℄ H. Tao R. Kumar and H. S. Sawhney, \Layer represen-tation with appliations to traking," in Proeedings ofthe IEEE Conferene on Computer Vision and PatternReognition, 2000.[6℄ B. J. Frey and N. Joji, \Transformation in-variant lustering and dimensionality redution,"IEEE Transations on Pattern Analysis and Ma-hine Intelligene, 2001, To appear. Available athttp://www.s.utoronto.a/�frey.8
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